Growing protoplanets experience a number of impacts during the accretion stage. A large impactor hits the surface of a protoplanet and produces a magma ocean, where the impactor's iron emulsifies and experiences metal-silicate equilibration with the mantle of the protoplanet while it descends towards the base of the magma ocean. This process repeatedly occurs and determines the chemical compositions of both mantle and core. The partitioning is controlled by parameters such as the equilibration pressure and temperature, which are often associated with or assumed to be proportional to the pressure and temperature at the base of the magma ocean. The pressure and temperature depend on both the depth and shape of a magma ocean because a spatially confined magma ocean, namely, a melt pool, can have a larger equilibrium pressure than a radially uniform (global) magma ocean even if their melt volumes are the same. Here, we develop scaling laws for (1) the total internal energy gain due to an impact, and (2) the heat distribution within the mantle based on more than 100 smoothed particle hydrodynamic (SPH) simulations. We use Legendre polynomials to describe these scaling laws and determine their coefficients by linear regression, minimizing the error between our model and SPH simulations. The input parameters are the impact angle θ (0 • , 30 • , 60 • , and 90 • ), total mass M T (1M Mars − 53M Mars , where M Mars is the mass of Mars), impact velocity v imp (v esc − 2v esc , where v esc is the mutual escape velocity), and impactor-to-total mass ratio γ (0.03 − 0.5). We find that the internal energy gain by a large impact is well characterized by the summation of the kinetic energy and accretional potential energy release as a function of the impact angle. We determine that the equilibrium pressure at the base of a melt pool can be higher (by 10 − 50%) than those obtained from conventional radially-uniform global magma ocean models. This could have a significant impact on element partitioning. These melt scaling laws are publicly available on GitHub (https://github.com/mikinakajima/MeltScalingLaw).
Introduction
Protoplanets experience numerous impacts as they accrete. These impacts have shaped the configuration of the solar system, given that the origins of the Earth-Moon system (e.g., Hartmann and Davis, 1975; Cameron and Ward, 1976) , the Pluto-Charon system (e.g., McKinnon, 1988 McKinnon, , 1989 Canup, 2005) and perhaps the Martian moons (e.g., Rosenblatt, 2011; Craddock, 2011; Citron et al., 2015; Rosenblatt et al., 2016;  Email address: mnakajima@rochester.edu (Miki Nakajima 1,2 ) Nakajima and Canup, 2017; Canup and Salmon, 2018; Hyodo et al., 2018) can be explained by a giant impact. Additionally, the large core of Mercury (e.g., Benz et al., 2007) and Uranus's axis tilt may have also been formed via a giant impact as well (e.g., Safronov, 1969; Slattery et al., 1992; Kegerreis et al., 2018) .
Giant impacts are not only responsible for shaping the architecture of the planetary system, but also determine the evolving chemistry of a planet. The chemical compositions of both the mantle and core of a protoplanet evolve over time as new impactor materials are added. When an impactor hits the protoplanet (target), the outer part of the mantle becomes molten and forms a magma ocean. If the impactor's iron core is sufficiently small enough to be emulsified and turbulently mixed (or its metallic iron was not incorporated into a core in the first place), then it will equilibrate with some fraction of the target mantle (e.g., Dahl and Stevenson, 2010; Deguen et al., 2014; Landeau et al., 2016; Lherm and Deguen, 2018) . This equilibration enriches iron metal from the impactor with siderophile elements whereas lithophile elements will partition preferentially into the silicate melt. The iron continues to sink to the bottom of the magma ocean and eventually merges with the target core (e.g., Stevenson, 1990; Wade and Wood, 2005; Rubie et al., 2011 Rubie et al., , 2003 Rubie et al., , 2015 . However, if the impactor's iron metal is large, it may not have time to equilibrate with the target's mantle before merging with the target's core (Dahl and Stevenson, 2010) . Thus, depending on the impact scenario, the sinking iron and the magma ocean experience metal-silicate equilibration to a certain degree and potentially change the evolving chemistries of the core and mantle.
The metal-silicate partition coefficient of element i is defined as, D metal−sil
where C metal i and C sil i are the concentrations of element i in metal and silicate, respectively (e.g., Rubie et al. 2015) . This coefficient is a function of equilibrium temperature T eq and pressure P eq and of other factors such as the oxygen fugacity. Conventionally, the values of T eq and P eq are often associated with or assumed to be proportional to the values at the bottom of a global (radially uniform) magma ocean of equivalent volume to the melt that is generated by the impact (Figure 1a ). However, an impact can produce a spatially confined melt pool (Figure 1b ) (Tonks and Melosh, 1992; Rubie et al., 2015) that centers around the impact point, which would provide higher T eq and P eq than those of a global magma ocean while having the same melt volumes. Due to isostatic adjustment this melt pool would radially spread out and become a magma ocean with a uniform depth over time (Reese and Solomatov, 2006) , however, this timescale (a rough estimate is ≈ 10s of years for a 1000 km-sized magma ocean, see our discussion in Section 4.3) is likely to be longer than the equilibration timescale, ranging from hours (set by the turbulent mixing timescale) to months (set by the ≈ 1 cm-sized iron droplets' sinking timescale -but of course this timescale stronlgy depends on the viscosity). Therefore, a melt pool is likely to be more relevant.
Insightful and extensive studies have been conducted on estimating the volume of an impact-induced magma ocean (e.g., Bjorkman and Holsapple, 1987; Tonks and Melosh, 1993; Pierazzo et al., 1997; Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000; Reese and Solomatov, 2006; Barr and Citron, 2011; Abramov et al., 2012; Monteux and Arkani-Hamed, 2019) . However, some of these studies focus on head-on collisions (for which the impact angle θ is 0 • ; see Figure 2 for the definition of θ) because the simulation of these impacts is numerically less expensive than those of oblique impacts, which require 3D simulations, even though oblique impacts are more likely (e.g., Shoemaker 1962; Agnor et al. 1999) . Furthermore, some of the studies are based on iSALE2D, which is an extensively tested impact code (e.g., Wünnemann et al. 2006) , that assumes central gravity instead of self gravity. Therefore, the scaling laws derived with the code may not accurately capture tidal heating or change in the potential energy, which can be important for large impacts, as shown in Section 3.1.2. Moreover, no analytical model is available that describes how the heat is distributed within the mantle of the target body. This renders challenging the prediction of the depth and geometry of an impact-induced melt pool.
Here, we have developed scaling laws for (1) the total internal energy gain due to a large impact, and (2) impact-induced heat distribution within the mantle. Legendre polynomials are used for the scaling laws and their coefficients are determined by linear regression to minimize the error between our model and mantle heating computed by more than 100 giant impact simulations. By using these laws combined with the initial thermal profile of a planetary body, we can predict the thermal profile of the post-impacted body. Moreover, once the criterion for melting is specified, the melt volume of a magma ocean and shape of a melt pool can be calculated.
Methods

Smoothed particle hydrodynamics
We use the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method to simulate giant impacts. SPH is a Lagrangian method and has been used for representing planetary impact phenomena (e.g., Canup 2004) . All the SPH particles have the same masses in our simulations. The conservation equations for mass, momentum equation, and energy are solved simultaneously. This SPH code follows the standard implementation that uses artificial viscosity to describe the shock front (see Section 4 in Monaghan, 1992) . We use M-ANEOS as an equation of state (Thompson and Lauson, 1972; Melosh, 2007) , which is a semi-analytic equation of state and includes phase changes. This equation of state (EOS) has been frequently used in previous impact simulations (e.g., Canup, 2004) . The input parameters for M-ANEOS are listed in Supplementary Information. This version of M-ANEOS here does not include the effect of melting, and therefore it overestimates the temperature of a material that is heated above the melting point. The mantle and core are assumed to be dunite and iron, respectively. The initial mantle mass fractions f mantle for an impactor and mantle are 0.7 (i.e. the core mass fraction is 0.3). Initially, the mantle and core of a body have adiabatic temperature profiles. The entropies for the mantle and core are assumed to be 3160 J/K/kg and 1500 J/K/kg, respectively, which results in approximately ≈ 2000 K near the planetary surface. Effects of varying the initial temperatures are considered in Section 3.4. The number of SPH particles in our simulations is on the order of 10 4 −10 5 , as discussed in more detail in Section 4.6. Our SPH code does not include material strength and the implication of this omission is discussed in Section 4.4. The details of the code and settings are described in detail in our previous studies (e.g., Stevenson, 2014, 2015) .
Parameters for the SPH simulations
The input parameters for the SPH simulations are the impact angle θ (0 − 90 o , Figure 2a ), total mass M T (1M Mars − 53M Mars , where M Mars is the mass of Mars), which is the sum of target and impactor masses, the impactor-to-total-mass ratio γ (0.03−0.5), impact veloc-
are the target mass, impactor mass, target radius and impactor radius). The given ranges are expected to be common near the end of the planetary accretion stage (e.g., Ward, 1993; Agnor et al., 1999; Agnor and Asphaug, 2004) , when impacts are largest and have the greatest influence on planetary composition. The impact velocity can be higher, but most of large impacts occur within the specified range, v esc − 2v esc (e.g., Stewart and Leinhardt, 2012) . The values of the employed parameters are listed in Table 1 and input parameters are listed in Tables S.1 -S.3.
Scaling law of mantle melt and heat distribution
The SPH results are listed in Tables S.1-S.2 for the v imp = v esc cases and in Table S .3 for the v imp ≥ 1.1v esc cases. The run name "M" represents the same set of initial conditions with four different impact angles (in the range of θ = 0 • − 90 • ). ID represents a specific SPH simulation. dE is the total internal energy gain of the post-impact body, dE mantle /dE represent the fraction of the internal energy partitioned into the mantle (i.e. 1 − dE mantle /dE is the fractional energy partitioned into the core). M mantle / f mantle M T represents the extent of perfect or imperfect accretion (if this value is close to 1, the impactor accretes into the target almost perfectly, whereas if this value is smaller than 1, some mass does not accrete into the post-impact body). MF, MF A , and MF L describe the melt fractions of the post-impact body based on different melt criteria (see Section 3.1.4). L 2 refers to the L 2 norm computed when comparing an SPH simulation and our model (see Section 3.2) . Additional outputs are discussed in Section S.1.2.
We describe the results of our model in terms of (1) the total internal energy gain by impact in Section 3. The polar angle ψ is defined to be zero where the shock-heating is most significant, which is typically close to the impact point. The heat distribution is symmetric along the ψ = 0 axis. r is the normalized radius (0 is the center of the body and 1 is its surface). and (2) heat distribution within mantle in Section 3.2. By combing these two sets of results, the internal energy gain and magma ocean geometry can be modeled as discussed in Section 3.3.
3.1. Impact-induced heating 3.1.1. SPH simulations Examples of our SPH simulations are presented in Figure 3 (model M0). The orange-red colormap displays the gain of specific internal energy of the mantle normalized by 10 5 J/kg and the grey color applies to iron. These snapshots clearly show that the internal energy gain depends on the impact angle θ. At a head-on collision (θ = 0 • ), antipodal heating is prominent due to focusing of shock waves at the opposite side of the impact point and due to deformation of the mantle. Part of the mantle at the antipode deforms significantly and expands radially upon impact. When it falls back and hits the core mantle boundary, the potential energy is converted into internal energy of the mantle. This effect is strongest at θ = 0 • and is not clearly observed at other angles. When the impact angle is θ = 30 • , an impactor accretes onto the target and heats the mantle near the impact site. At θ = 60 • , the impactor hits the targets twice and the target mantle is more uniformly heated. The target's iron becomes more fragmented during the impact process. At θ = 90 • , the impactor grazes the target mantle and does not accrete onto the target at v imp ≥ 1.1v esc .
For v imp = v esc cases, see discussion in Section 3.1.3.
Analytical models for ∆KE and ∆PE
As a first step for describing the total internal energy gain ∆IE, we describe the initial kinetic energy of the system KE 0 as
where M t and M i are the target and impactor masses. Assuming perfect accretion and ignoring any shape change of the post-impact body, the gain of the potential energy due to an impact, ∆PE, is expressed as
where G is the gravitational constant, R t and R i are the radii of the target and impactor bodies, respectively. R represents the radius of a body whose mass is M t + M i (= M T ) (the mass-radius relationship between M T and R is described in Section S.1.1). The first and second terms are the gravitational binding energies of the target and impactor bodies. The third term represents the gravitational energy of the impactor body in the gravity potential of the target body, and the fourth term is the gravitational binding energy of the post-impact body under the assumption that the target and impactor perfectly merge. Equation (3) is an idealized potential energy gain assuming a perfect accretion event and the actual potential energy release can differ from this because some mass can be lost and because the mass-radius relationship also can change if the internal temperature of the body changes (see Section S.1.2), which is not considered in Equation 3. Nevertheless, ∆PE still gives a first order estimate for the potential energy change during an impact.
3.1.3. Fitting models for ∆IE, the mantle mass, and the fractional heating We assume that the total internal energy gain is a function of ∆IE and ∆KE, and is expressed by the Legendre polynomials P l as
where P l denotes Legendre polynomial l and e l is the corresponding coefficients (see Tables S.5-S.6) and n e is the order of the polynomial. The scaled kinetic energy ∆IE/(KE 0 + ∆PE) can exceed 1 because our estimate of ∆PE is an idealized model and the actual ∆PE value can differ, as discussed in Section 3.1.2. In Figure 4a , b, our best fit model is shown as a thick black line, which is modeled by sixth order Legendre polynomials (n e = 6). The left and right panels represent the v imp = v esc and the v imp ≥ 1.1v esc cases, respectively. The coefficients e l are determined by linear regression. The error σ is
where ∆IE SPH,i is the internal energy gain from an SPH simulation whose ID is i and ∆IE i is the internal energy gain estimated with our model for ID= i. n is the total number of simulations we consider (n = 64 is for v imp = v esc and n = 44 for v imp ≥ 1.1v esc ). The values of σ are calculated for the rest of the models in a similar manner (Figure 4 ). minimizing the errors between the model and SPH output and are listed in Tables S.5 and S.6. The colors of the lines represent different γ values (for details, see the figure caption). The scaled internal energy gain ∆IE/(KE 0 + ∆PE) at v imp = v esc is typically larger than that at v imp ≥ 1.1v esc . This is because impacts at v imp = v esc result in nearly perfect mergers, which can efficiently convert the impact kinetic energy and potential energy into internal energy; however, this does not always hold for cases with higher impact velocity cases (v imp ≥ 1.1v esc ), which often result in hit-and-run collisions especially at large impact angles (θ = 60 • , 90 • ) (e.g., Asphaug 2009; Genda et al. 2012 ). This scaled internal energy gain decreases as the impact angle increases for the same reason; at large impact angles, the kinetic and potential energies are not efficiently converted into internal energy. In Figure 4c , d, the fractional heating of the mantle with respect to the total kinetic energy, ∆IE mantle /∆IE is shown as a function of the impact angle. The fitting model h(θ) for this parameter at v imp = v esc is expressed as
where the coefficients g l are listed in Table S .5 (n g = 2). At v imp ≥ 1.1v esc , we still use the same formula with different coefficients (g l in Table S .6). h(θ) generally increases at larger impact angles for the following reasons; an impact at a small impact angle is energetic enough to heat the core in addition to the mantle, whereas an impact at a larger impact angle tends to heat only the mantle and it is not energetic enough to heat the core. This effect can also be seen in Figure 3 , where the core is shock heated at θ = 0 • , whereas almost no strong heating occurs at θ = 90 • . The mass of a post-impact body resulting from a low velocity impact is modeled as (Figure 4e )
where n k = 1 and the coefficients k l are listed in Table  S .5. The best fit is shown in Figure 4c and the corresponding coefficients k l are listed in Table S .5 (n k = 1). At θ = 0 • , a target and impactor perfectly accrete, but up to ≈ 10% of the total mass is lost at θ = 90 • . At v imp ≥ 1.1v esc , the mantle mass of a post-impact body is not well captured by Equation 7, which assumes almost perfect accretion, because high velocity impacts tend to result in hit-and-run collisions. At larger impact velocities, we use the following simple imperfect accretion model (shown in dashed lines in Figure 4f ),
(8) It should be noted that at v imp = v esc and θ = 90 • , ∆IE estimated from an SPH simulation is underestimated in some cases. An impactor hits the surface of the target and continues to orbit around the target and eventually hits the target again. However, some of the SPH simulations are stopped before an impactor comes back because we only run simulations up until ≈ 25 hours, where the effect of numerical viscosity becomes not negligible (Canup, 2004) . This can be seen in Fig 
where E M is the specific energy necessary to reach the liquidus temperature when the materials cool adiabatically (Bjorkman and Holsapple, 1987) . The underlying assumption here is that the initial mantle temperature is at the solidus and the impact-induced heat is used to heat the mantle. Criteria of this type have been widely used in previous studies (e.g., Abramov et al. 2012; Pierazzo and Melosh 2000) . The entropy criterion is motivated by first principle calculations that suggest that the entropy of melting depends only weakly on the pressure (Stixrude and Karki, 2005; Stixrude et al., 2009 ). The last criterion ignores the work done by compression, and therefore would overestimate melting if the internal energy criterion at low pressure is used. For Earth-sized planets, compression would increase the internal energy by −PdV = P/ρ 2 dρ ∼ 6 × 10 5 J/kg if ρ ≈ 4000 kg/m 3 , dρ ≈ 1000 kg/m 3 , and P ≈ 10 GPa. Here V is the specific volume, and ρ is the density. To offset this effect, the criterion value is set to be relatively high (7.18 × 10 5 J/kg).
At v imp = v esc , the general trend is captured by our model. Interestingly, the melt criteria results shown in Figure 5 c, e, and g are fairly different, but the trends of the melt mass fractions are similar. As a result, even though the melt criterion for Figure 5g , h (a single value of latent heat of melting for the entire mantle) is simple, it may still act as an acceptable melt model. At v imp ≥ 1.1v esc , the melt model does not work as well as the model at v imp = v esc , partly because our model underestimates heating at γ = 0.1 ( Figure 4b ).
The model here assumes that heat is uniformly distributed in the mantle, but this is not the case as shown by our SPH simulations ( Figure 3 ). Thus, in Section 3.2, we will consider the distribution of heat within a mantle.
Heat distribution model
The heat distribution within a planetary mantle is also modeled with Legendre polynomials. We define the spatial heat distribution function F(r , ψ, φ) as
where r is the normalized radius (0 at the center and 1 at the planetary surface), ψ is the colatitude, and φ is the azimuth (see Figure 2b ). We assume that the heat distribution is symmetric along the pole and therefore the 9 model does not depend on φ. ψ is defined as zero where the impact-induced heating is maximum, which often coincides with the impact point. ∆U(r , ψ) is the specific internal energy gain at r and ψ. ∆Ū is the average specific internal energy gain. We assume ∆Ū ≈ ∆IE.
F ψ (ψ) = F ψ (P 0 (cos ψ), P 1 (cos ψ), P 2 (cos ψ)). (12) This leads to
These expressions require 5 × 3 = 15 coefficients c in Equation 13, which are determined as follows. We divide an SPH simulation output into 8 × 12 segments as a function of radius and angle, r i − 1 2 ∆r < r < r i + 1 2 ∆r and ψ j − 1 2 ∆ψ < ψ < ψ j + 1 2 ∆ψ (∆r ≈ 0.5/8 = 0.0625 and ∆ψ = π/6). For this, we only consider SPH particles that satisfy at |z| < 0.2R , where z is the vertical distance from the impact plane at z = 0. To define the location of ψ = 0, we calculate the averaged internal energy gain at each ψ segment (ψ j − 1 2 ∆ψ < ψ < ψ j + 1 2 ∆ψ and 0.55 < r < 1), and we identify the value of ψ at which this value is maximum. The 15 coefficients in Equation 13 are determined by minimizing the error between the model and the averaged internal energies in all the segments (see Table S .7). It should be noted that the coefficients are determined using all the SPH simulations, including both low and high impact velocity cases. We also explored higher orders (r −3 , r 3 , P 3 (cos ψ)), but their effects were limited and therefore we remove these terms from the model.
The results for F(r , ψ) are shown in Figure 6 . The antipodal heating is well captured at θ = 0 • , which is not seen in the case of the other impact angles. Interestingly, the mantle is heated more uniformly at small impact angles (θ = 0 • , 30 • ) than at larger impact angles (θ = 60 • , 90 • ). This finding may seem counter-intuitive, but this can be explained given that an impact with a small impact angle often results in accretion, which is an efficient way to heat the whole mantle, whereas an impact with a large angles heats only the near surface regions of the target body.
Comparison between our heat model and SPH
Based on Equation 10, the internal energy gain due to an impact is modeled as
Figures 7 and 8 show the internal energy gain model ∆U (right) and SPH simulations (left) for the models M0 and M17, respectively. Here, the internal energy gain is normalized by 10 5 J/kg. L 2 is described as
where n r = 8 and n ψ = 12. The L 2 values are normalized by 10 5 J/kg. In general, the overall trend is captured in our model; at (Figure 4 a,b ).
Effect of the initial temperature
In this section, we explore the geometry of a magma ocean by considering an initial thermal profile of the mantle. In Figure 9 , the top panels (a) and (b) represent the internal energy gain and melt fraction, respectively. Here, part of the mantle is considered to be molten when the internal energy gain is larger than the latent heat L. The underlying assumption for this melt criterion is that the mantle temperature is on solidus before the impact. This may be appropriate for large protoplanets with a steam atmosphere because of their long cooling timescales (Solomatov and Stevenson, 1993; Abe, 1997; Nakajima and Stevenson, 2015) compared to the timescales between impacts. However, depending on the water content and size of the planet, this assumption may not be valid. If the protoplanet is small, or if the protoplanet has a silicate atmosphere, it can cool quickly until crystalization progresses enough such that cooling is controlled by solid state convection (e.g., Elkins-Tanton, 2012) . Figure 9c shows the total internal energy (i.e. internal energy gain + initial internal energy) with S 0 = 3160 J/K/kg, where S 0 is the entropy of an adiabatic mantle. This corresponds to the surface temperature of ≈ 2000 K. Here we assume that the initial thermal profile of a mantle does not affect the internal energy gain. Figure  9e also shows the total internal energy with S 0 = 1100 13) for different impact angles ranging from 0 to 90 • . The internal energy is normalized by the averaged energy of the system. J/K/kg, which corresponds to a surface temperature of ≈ 300 K. Such adiabatic profiles are calculated using M-ANEOS. Part of the mantle is considered to be molten if its temperature exceeds the melt temperature (Section 3.1.4). For simplicity we use for the internal energy u = c v T , where c v is the specific heat and T is the temperature. As seen in the figure, the melt mass fraction depends on the initial thermal profile. For the case with the "cold" initial thermal profile (panels e and f), a fraction of the internal energy gain is used to heat the mantle up to solidus, resulting in much smaller melt mass fraction compared to the "warm" scenario (panels c and d).
3.5. Magma ocean depth and the corresponding pressure Our model describes the geometry of a magma ocean as follows. In this section, we use a simple model in which part of the mantle is considered to be molten if its internal energy gain exceeds L (i.e. the initial temperature is assumed to be on the solidus). Here, D is the normalized depth of a magma ocean or a melt pool; a deep magma ocean is represented by a large value of D (the maximum D is ≈ 0.55, which is as deep as the coremantle boundary. We define three D s; D Melt pool , the depth of a melt pool (Figure 1b) ; D Global MO the depth of a global magma ocean (Figure 1a and Figure 10c ) assuming that the magma volume is the same as that of the melt pool model, and D Bulk heating , the depth of a radially uniform magma ocean whose melt volume is estimated from Equation (9). For the melt pool and the global magma ocean cases, the melt volumes are the same. For the melt pool case, we define the depth of the magma ocean as the largest D at ψ = 0 • . D Melt pool is always larger than D Global MO . Differences between D Melt pool and D Bulk heating depend on the choice of E M and L. Figure 10 shows magma ocean depths (left panels) and equivalent pressures at the bottom of the magma oceans (right panels) for v imp = v esc cases. This pressure is calculated assuming the post-impact body is in a hydrostatic equilibrium (no spin is considered) and the density-pressure profile is the same as the profile of an adiabatic mantle with S 0 = 3160 J/K/kg. The magma ocean depth can significantly depend on the model if the impact does not entirely melt the mantle. For example, in Model M7, the pressures are 39, 22, and 10 GPa for the melt pool, global magma ocean, and bulk heating models, respectively, at θ = 60 • . The difference tends to increase at large impact angles and can reach 10-50 % under certain circumstances. These pressure differences can affect estimating element partitioning, as discussed in Section 4.3.
Discussion
Python script on the melt scaling laws on GitHub
We provide a Python script for this model on GitHub. In this script, ∆IE(θ) is computed based on the fitting (Figure 1b ). Panel (c) represents an isostatically readjusted, radially uniform magma ocean (Figure 1a ). Panel (e) represents a radially uniform magma ocean whose volume is estimated by the bulk heating model represented by Equation 9. The panels (b, d, f) display the corresponding pressures at the base of the melt poo or magma ocean. model we develop (Equation 4) as a function of the impact angle θ, total mass M T , impactor-to-total mass ratio γ, and impact velocity v imp . Impact-induced heating is modeled using Equation 13. The initial thermal state of the mantle can be selected from the following options; (a) on solidus, (b) S 0 = 1100 J/K/kg, and (c) S 0 = 3160 J/K/kg, but we are planning to add more options. So far we calculate the size and depth of a magma ocean as well as the corresponding pressure using the criterion from Solomatov and Stevenson (1993) , but this can be modified easily.
Our simulations do not include cases at v esc < v imp < 1.1v esc . In our Python script, we lineally interpolate e l between values v imp = v esc and v imp ≥ 1.1v esc . Additional information, such as h(θ) and M mantle (θ), is not needed to calculate magma ocean shapes and depths, but is included for the sake of completeness in the script. In Section 3.1.2, we consider v imp = v esc and v imp ≥ 1.1v esc separately, and assume that an impactor and target do not merge at θ = 60 • , 90 • . However, this is a simplified assumption and it needs to be modified. In the script, we use v cr as derived in Genda et al. (2012) ,
where Γ = (M t − M i )/M T and Θ = 1 − sin θ, c 1 = 2.43, c 2 = −0.0408, c 3 = 1.86, c 4 = 1.08, c 5 = 5/2. When v imp < v cr , the low velocity criteria (v imp = v esc ) are used, whereas when v imp > v cr , the high velocity criteria (v imp ≥ 1.1v esc ) are used.
Model simplifications
Our SPH simulations take into account the latent heat of silicate vaporization, but the effect is not explicitly considered in our analytical melt model. For more energetic impacts than considered here, vaporization is likely to play a more important role. However, in such a scenario it is likely that the majority of the post-impact mantle experiences melting, and therefore a detailed melt scaling law may not be necessary when vaporization matters (see Section S.1.2 for detailed discussion).
We assume that the initial thermal profile of a planet does not affect the internal energy gain. This is probably a fine assumption given that the density change due to temperature is relatively small (for example, 1000 K difference makes ∆ρ ∼ ρα∆T ∼ 3000 kg m −3 ×10 −5 K −1 × 1000 K = 30 kg m −3 ). We also ignore the heating dependence on the azimuth (φ) for simplicity. This should be fine for θ = 0 • cases, but this is not the case for other impact angles. Thus, heating dependence on the colatitude needs to be investigated in future studies.
Implications for elemental partitioning
Whether an isostatic readjustment takes place or not during metal-silicate equilibration determines whether the melt pool model or the global magma ocean model is relevant. The timescale for isostatic readjustment depends on the magma ocean length scale and the viscosity of the solid target body mantle (Reese and Solomatov, 2006) . The isostatic readjustment timescale can be estimated roughly as 4πη/(ρgλ) (Turcotte and Schubert, 2014), where η is the dynamic viscosity of a solid target body mantle, ρ is the mantle density, g is the gravity, and λ is the length scale of the magma ocean. Assuming a relatively warm solid mantle (and therefore a low viscosity value, 10 18 Pa s) with a 1000 km length scale, this time scale is ≈ 10 years, which is much longer than the equilibration times scale (within hours -months, e.g., Landeau et al. 2016) . Of course, this timescale depends on the choice of parameters, especially the mantle solid viscosity, but a spatially confined, melt pool is likely a more relevant geometry for metal-silicate equilibration (e.g., Fig 3, Rubie et al., 2015) .
As seen in Figures 10, the pressure at the base of the magma ocean can vary considerably based on different magma ocean models. This would affect partitioning of elements because the metal-silicate partitioning depends on the equilibration pressures and temperatures, which are often associated with the values at the base of the magma ocean (e.g., Rubie et al., 2015) . If a melt pool is a more appropriate geometry than a global magma ocean, we may need to revise our models on the elemental abundances in planetary cores and mantles. For example, more light elements, such as Mg, Si, and O, may be present in the Earth's core, which are considered to be partitioned into the core under high pressure and temperature conditions (e.g., Siebert et al. 2013; Fischer et al. 2015; O'Rourke and Stevenson 2016) , which could affect heat flux, magnetic field, and seismic observations even today (e.g., Labrosse 2015) . This paper only considers the initial condition of a magma ocean, but it is important to consider its time evolution to calculate element equilibration processes. de Vries et al. (2016) point out that a small impactor, which does not generate a magma ocean, can still contribute to the metal-silicate equilibration process if it falls into a pre-existing magma ocean. Moreover, in this scenario, the magma ocean depth decreases over time due to crystallization, making the effective magma ocean depth smaller than the initial value.
Material strength and choice of EOS
We do not consider the effect of material strength in this work, which can be important under certain conditions (e.g., Quintana et al., 2015; Golabek et al., 2018; Emsenhuber et al., 2018; Kurosawa and Genda, 2018) . Material strength is known to matter for relatively small impacts (Benz and Asphaug, 1999) , where plastic causes additional melting (Kurosawa and Genda, 2018) . In contrast, the effect is likely limited for large and high velocity impacts because shock heating becomes more important than heating due to plastic deformation at high velocity impacts, which is also consistent with work based on impact simulations (Quintana et al., 2015) . If an impact is energetic and the peak pressure exceeds the elastic limit (0.1 − 10 GPa, Jeanloz e.g., 1980), treating the material as a fluid is probably appropriate. Genda et al. (2017) also argue that material strength does not play a significant role when the target radius is larger than 100 km. Emsenhuber et al. (2018) investigate a large impact between a Mars-sized target and a 1000 km-sized impactor assuming that these bodies are either entirely solid with material strength or fluid without strength. They find that heating is more prominent in solid than in fluid, but the actual extent of heating may lie in between because the mantle should experience melting and transition from solid to fluid. Thus, the effect of material strength needs further studies, but it is likely limited for large impacts.
The choice of EOS also affects the outcome. The Tillotson EOS is not be an appropriate choice because it does not adequately describe the thermodynamics of the system. The choice of input parameters for M-ANEOS can be important because it affects the extent of shock heating and vaporization (Stewart et al., 2019) . We will further investigate its effect in our future study.
Relationship between E M and L
The specific energy necessary to reach the liquidus temperature at 1 atm, E M , has been widely used in previous studies to estimate impact-induced melt volumes (e.g., Pierazzo et al., 1997; Abramov et al., 2012; de Vries et al., 2016) . A wide range of values of E M is used and is not often physically well motivated (E M is usually much larger than the latent heat L). There are several challenges to use E M for estimating melt volumes. First, the value of E M should depend on the initial depth of the materials inside of the target, but this dependence is usually ignored. Secondly, such bulk heating models (as discussed in Section 3.1.4) ignore the distribution of heat within the target and assume that the impact uniformly heats the target. They make it challenging to determine the appropriate value of E M . Figure S .2 shows a resolution test for the SPH simulations. We find that the melt mass fraction is not sensitive to the SPH resolution shown in the range of values of N = 10 4 to 10 5 , where N is the number of SPH particles. We further investigate whether the resolution affects the heating distribution within the mantle. Simulations shown in Figures S.3 (N = 10 4 and N = 5 × 10 4 ) use the same input parameters as those in Figure 7 (N = 10 5 ) but with fewer SPH particles. The N = 5 × 10 4 case is very similar to the N = 10 5 case, but the N = 10 4 case does not capture the details very well. Based on these results, we mostly use a few 10 4 to 10 5 particles for this study.
Resolution
Conclusions
We develop mantle melt scaling laws as a function of the impact angle, impact velocity, total mass, and impactor-to-total mass ratio based on more than 100 SPH simulations. Our scaling laws include an analytical expression for the spatial heat distribution as a function of Legendre polynomials. Our scaling laws reproduce the heat distribution within a mantle computed by SPH simulations relatively well. We also find that the pressure difference at the base of a global (radially homogeneous) magma ocean, often used in literature, and a spatially confined melt pool can reach 10-50 %. This pressure difference could affect the pressure calculations for the metal-silicate equilibration in a magma ocean and subsequently affects the estimations for core and mantle chemistry of forming protoplanets and could affect the long-term evolution of the core. The scaling laws are publicly available via GitHub.
Phobos and Deimos in an extended debris disc stirred by transient moons. Nature Geoscience 9, 581-583. Rubie, D, C., Melosh, H.J., Reid, J.E., Liebske, C., Righter, K., 2003. Mechanisms of metal-silicate equilibration in the terrestrial magma ocean. Earth and Planetary Science Letters 205, 239-255. Rubie, D.C., Frost, D.J., Mann, U., Asahara, Y., Nimmo, F., Tsuno, K., Kegler, P., Holzheid, A., Palme, H., 2011. Heterogeneous accretion, composition and core-mantle differentiation of the earth. Earth and Planetary Science Letters 301, 31-42. Rubie, D.C., Jacobson, S.A., Morbidelli, A., OBrien, D.P., Young, E.D., de Vries, J., Nimmo, F., Palme, H., Frost, D.J., 2015. Accretion and differentiation of the terrestrial planets with implications for the compositions of early-formed solar system bodies and accretion of water. As discussed in Section 3.1, the planetary radius R whose mass is Table S .4. We compute the radius of a planet by integrating the mass of a thin shell (4πρr 2 dr) from the center of the planet until the mass reaches the targeted planetary mass. We assume that the mantle and core are isentropic (entropy values for the mantle and core are 3160 J/K/kg and 1500 J/K/kg, respectively) and that the planet is in a hydrostatic equilibrium. The density-pressure relationship is computed based on M-ANEOS. We find that using a constant value of the exponent (Γ ≈ 0.3) introduces an error and therefore we decide to use a variable Γ. (Figure 7 ) with different resolutions (10 4 and 5×10 4 , respectively). The details are discussed in Section 4.6.
S.1.2. Additional output parameters
Additional parameters are listed in Tables S.8-S.10. VMF is the vapor mass fraction, T spin is the spin orbital time in hours, I x and I z are the moments of inertia along x axis and z axis, respectively, where the z axis is perpendicular to the impact plane (the impact occurs in the x − y plane). Here there is practically no difference between the x and y axes if a post-impact body rotates. At θ = 0 • , the impact point is at x = 0 and the post-impact body is practically not rotating. Table S .1: List of parameters at v imp = v esc .M T is the total mass normalized by the Martian mass, γ is the impactor-to-total mass ratio, θ is the impact angle (0 • is a head-on collision). v imp is the impact velocity, and v esc is the mutual escape velocity in m/s, and dE is the impact-induced energy in J, and dE mantle /dE is the fraction of the energy that goes into the mantle, and M mantle is the final mantle mass of the accreted mantle, f mantle is the mantle mass fraction (0.7), MF, MF A , and MF L are the calculated melt mass fraction of the mantle with different melt criteria (see the main text for details). L 2 is the normalized L 2 norm. N is the number of SPH particles.
VMF is calculated as
(S.1) where i represents an SPH particle, S i is the entropy of the SPH particle i, n is the number of mantle SPH particles. S vapor and S liquid are the entropies of the vapor and liquid at the phase boundary (these values depend on temperature). The vapor mass fraction of a post-impact body is generally small for most of the simulations, but is large when the total mass is large (M T = 26.84M Mars and 54M Mars in M14 and M15) or the impact velocity is large (M T = 4.23M Mars , v imp = 1.6v esc at θ = 0 • in M26). In these scenarios, the mantles experience almost complete melting. Thus, our assumption that vaporization does not affect estimating the mass of a magma ocean seems acceptable (VMF also depends on the choice of EOS).
T spin is calculated based on the angular velocity, which is estimated by dividing the angular momentum along the z axis by I z . At θ = 0 • , a post-impact body is not rotating, which makes T spin large, but not infin-ity. This is because the boundary between a post-impact body and ejecta is not clearly defined and calculating the exact moment of inertia or L z is challenging. Nevertheless, T spin is generally much larger at θ = 0 • compared to the other cases.
The parameter I x /I z is related to the oblateness of a post-impact body. When this value is close to 1, a postimpact body is close to a sphere, whereas a large deviation from 1 means that a body is more oblate. Most of the bodies have values close to 0.8 − 1, but there are a few exceptions. For example, the model M9 at θ = 90 • (ID 40), I x /I z = 0.452. These bodies should have lower pressures than calculated pressures assuming the bodies are hydrostatic. We ignore the rotational effect on the pressure because they are rare in our parameter range and because we prefer to keep the equation simple.
S.1.3. Comparison with previous studies
Comparison of melt mass fractions obtained from our study with those of previous studies is shown in Figure  S .5. The top panels represent our bulk heating model (see Section 3.1.4) and the bottom panels represent a model that is similar to previous models (Bjorkman and Holsapple, 1987; Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000 
where k = 0.42 and µ = 0.56. The overall trend is the same, meaning that the melt mass fractions are larger at small impact angles and with large total and impactor masses. One noticeable difference, however, is that melt mass fraction is non-zero at θ = 90 • in our model, whereas the value is zero in the previous model. As shown in Figures 3 and 4 , impact-induced heating is not zero at this impact angle, primarily due to tidal deformation of the target. This effect is not considered in the previous model. In our simulations, tidal deformation and tidal heating are taken into account and these effects are incorporated in our model. At v imp ≥ 1.1v esc , the melt mass fraction hits the lowest point between ψ = 60−90 • in some models (for example in M26). This is due to an artifact of model fitting and is not physically motivated. Nonetheless, this effect is relatively minor and does not affect the model in a significant way. Some of the previous work (e.g., Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012; Lock and Stewart, 2017) develop and use a specific impact energy (this is referred as Q in the studies mentioned above) to describe the total kinetic energy involved in an impact and thus to take into account the dependence of an impact angle on the heating. This is a useful alternative parameter, but it does not take into account tidal deformation and therefore underestimates heating when the impact angle is θ = 90 • . Table S .10: Additional list of parameters for the models M16-M26 (see Table S .3).
